The book begins with an overview of XML’s structure and features and illustrates each point with relevant examples from library metadata. By the end of the second chapter, readers will have a solid understanding of how XML looks and how metadata is encoded in the language. This sets up chapter 3, which provides a thorough explanation of the most commonly used XML standards in libraries: MARCXML, Dublin Core, and Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS). Additionally, this chapter provides a list of considerations when choosing a metadata standard for a project. This section would be incredibly helpful for someone faced with starting a digital collection project who lacks experience managing XML metadata.

Chapter 4, “XML Validation Using Schemas,” introduces XML schemas and Document Type Definitions (DTD) and provides a relatively detailed overview of XSD, a popular schema definition language in libraries. Given that most metadata managers will likely encounter or use metadata standards defined by XML schemas, this chapter serves as an important introduction to understanding those schema and how they validate metadata records.

Chapters 5 through 7 cover XPath and XSLT. The examples used in these chapters are especially relevant to the work of metadata managers and cover instances of sharing metadata with a content aggregator (HathiTrust) and transforming MODS metadata into RDF, a linked data format. Even for metadata managers for whom linked data is a distant concern, Chapter 7’s RDF and Semantic Web discussion is useful as it provides a real-world example of how legacy metadata formats may be transformed into linked data, something that is less common in library literature.

Finally, chapters 8 through 11 provide an overview of XQuery and example workflows using that technology. Other than a sudden shift from third- to first-person narration, these chapters again fit well with previous sections and build on the concepts introduced earlier in the book. Given that XQuery has so many capabilities, these chapters do a good job of selecting the subset of functions that will be most useful for working with library metadata. Numerous examples helpfully illustrate each concept. One small critique is that the authors could have done a better job of explicitly highlighting the areas where functionalities overlap between XSLT and XQuery. One example is that functions for working with strings are identical between the two technologies, but this feature was explained more thoroughly in the context of XQuery and only shown briefly in a single table in the context of XSLT.

Citing with XML for Efficiencies in Cataloging and Metadata is a useful introduction to XML and related technologies. For readers who prefer a more hands-on approach to learning, all examples of code used in the book are available from the authors’ GitHub pages, making it easy to copy stylesheets and example metadata and follow along or experiment. Attempting to learn new technologies can often feel daunting and leave individuals unsure of where to start, but this book makes its topic approachable while also guiding readers to more in-depth resources that will expand on the concepts it introduces.—Lisa Lorenzo (lorenzo7@msu.edu), Michigan State University Libraries, East Lansing, Michigan
the reader’s sole resource. This resource offers detailed information about the negotiating process and some valuable information about potential workflows, but the level of advice offered for each step is somewhat inconsistent. For example, the book provides a seven-step process for opening locked Microsoft Word documents. However, in the two-paragraph section that discusses understanding and writing general contract language, the authors simply reference an outside source despite their assertion that “It would be difficult to over-emphasize the importance of good contract language” (95).

One of the strengths of this resource is the two co-authors. This particular book is written by both a librarian who manages licenses and a lawyer who works in procurement. Having a procurement officer as one of the authors offers a unique level of insight that is not currently available in the literature. Another strength is the example of an annotated mock license in all of its various iterations. Seeing all of the changes a complete license may undergo is not readily available in other books about this topic.

Related to that, however, is one of the least appealing aspects of this book: the repetitiveness of licensing examples and descriptions. The book presents mock license agreements immediately followed by the very same mock license agreements, but with added comments. Considering the length of some of the mock licenses, that space could have been better used to flesh out more details related to the processing of licenses.

Another potential issue is some of the authors’ assumptions about licensing and library processes that do not necessarily reflect this reader’s personal experience. An example of this concerns price quotes. The authors deliberately suggest requesting a license for review and negotiating non-business terms such as governing law, accessibility, etc., before requesting a price quote as “cost should be a secondary consideration in the negotiation process.” In their own words, “while cost most certainly is a concern for most libraries, the authors prescribe to the belief that funding can always be identified for new purchases” (135). Unfortunately, this reader’s experience, and perhaps the experience of other readers, does not necessarily align with the authors’ beliefs.

Additionally, this reader found the editing to be subpar and jarring at times. There were several noticeable grammatical mistakes, and the organization of the content was not the most intuitive. For example, the seven-page chapter “Basics of Licensing Laws” is not adjacent to the related chapter “Basics of Library Licenses,” but is sandwiched between “Library Process Improvement Considerations” and “License Layout and Lifecycle.” However, despite its flaws, this book contains valuable content that could prove useful to its targeted audience as part of their collection of licensing-related resources.

The authors wrote this book with a specific audience in mind: new and currently practicing e-resources librarians who participate in the licensing process. This book is definitely appropriate for e-resources librarians who negotiate and manage licenses. The content is tailored to the challenges and issues that this type of librarian regularly faces and relevant licensing examples are provided. Additionally, while the title suggests the authors were specifically targeting academic librarians, it is not difficult to assume that much of the content could easily be applied to public and special librarians who serve the same function.

However, this book is not quite as successful at targeting both new and experienced readers. The organizational structure, writing style, lack of glossary, and inconsistent level of detail results in a resource that may not be the ideal introduction for new librarians who are just beginning to learn about licensing. Librarians new to licensing may be better served by Licensing Digital Content: A Practical Guide for Librarians as it includes a glossary, FAQs, “licensing tips” that summarize the key concepts, and a more intuitive organizational structure—at least for this reader. Additionally, for librarians more experienced with licensing, some of the passages in the reviewed resource may seem unnecessary or redundant, and some desired details about contract law or implementing best practices may be lacking. For more experienced librarians, the Librarian’s Legal Companion for Licensing Information Resources and Services may offer more comprehensive coverage as it includes 735 pages of detailed legal information and a licensing toolkit comprised of a glossary, deconstructed library licenses, sample key clauses, and over a hundred questions and answers for evaluating licenses. That being said, Halaychik and Reagan’s Licensing Electronic Resources in Academic Libraries: A Practical Handbook offers elements that should appeal to both new and experienced licensing librarians. Regardless of the librarian’s level of experience, any reader should be able to take away something useful from this book.—Mandi Smith (ms054@uark.edu), University of Arkansas
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